
Welcome to  the NYGH Wedge Weavealong Holiday Party..

We will be weaving this unusual weave together- none of us have created an online weavealong before,
let's see what we can do.  The event will be on the Zoom format that we have used for our Summer 
Show & Tells, our regular monthly meetings and our new Movie Nights.  Below is an explanation of 
the characteristics of the structure and a little history of it's popularity, followed by a materials list and 
instructions for preparing your loom.  

Wedge weave is a weft faced weave plain weave  This weave is most often associated with Navajo 
weavers. Wedge weave blankets have a unique tapestry structure. Weft yarns are woven diagonally 
across the warp yarns, pulling the warp yarns askew and creating scalloped edges and distinctive zigzag
designs. Other published names for this eccentric weave include “scalloped edge weave,” “lightning 
design,” “pulled warp,” “overstuffing,” “knock warp,” and “lazy weave.” 

HISTORY-Wedge weave blankets appear in the 1880s and were made only by a few Navajo weavers. 
“The scalloped edges may explain the short-lived span of wedge weave. In the late 1800’s, 
the making and selling of rugs and blankets was a major source of income for the Navajo. 
Perfect straight edges have always been the standard of fine Navajo weaving. Straight edges
were also important to traders and collectors of Navajo goods.  Because of the nature of 
wedge weave to form scalloped edges, they were seen as inferior and their production was 
discontinued.    It is used occasionally in other places—for example, in the Andes, Middle East, and 
Scandinavia, but only as an accent and never for entire blankets.” Connie Lippert.



CONTEMPORARY WEDGE WEAVE-Today, a few weavers are reviving the wedge weave because of
its unique structure and striking design possibilities. The sharp diagonal lines and quirky curves along 
the selvedges make this an appealing alternative to straight tapestry weave.  During our Holiday party, 
we will present a 40 image slide show of contemporary wedge weave by Connie Lippert, Deborah 
Corsini, and Navajo weavers Kevin Aspaas and Zefren Anderson.

STRUCTURE: Wedge weave is a weft-faced plain weave tapestry structure.  The weft covers the warp 
completely. The structure is characterized by wefts traveling on an angle, the eccentric wefts result in a 
bowed selvedge. when the cloth is removed from the loom.  

EQUIPMENT:  Any tapestry, rigid heddle or harness loom will do, suggested weaving width is 4-7” 

   A tapestry beater, if you don't have one, a table fork is fine.

   Scissors

   A batten, if you are weaving on a tapestry loom

WARP  :   8/4 cotton rug warp,  at 10 EPI, weaving width of 4-6”    or

     12/6 cotton seine twine sett at 8 EPI, weaving with of 4-6”

      for a harness table loom, a one yard warp is sufficient

WEFT:    

At wool yarn, if possible. Choose yarns whose grist will fill the space between
2 warp yarns., please see the photo at left. You may use multiple wefts to 
create the correct grist of weft yarn.  You will need a minimum of 2 colors. 

Please wind your weft yarns into tapestry butterflies.  You will need about 8 
for the small amount of weaving that we will do during the workshop.  
Rebecca Mezoff will show you how on this video.  

https://youtu.be/SZlAJ6YMbB8

PREPARE YOUR LOOM:

1) Warp your loom with an even number of warp ends, referring to the WARP specifications 
above. Please do not exceed more than 60 warps for your sample.  Wedge weave is woven in 
many short lengths, so it is time consuming to complete one warp width.  Ideally, we want to be
able to complete about 1 ½ warp widths, so that we can have the experience of  changing weft 
colors, and weaving the diagonals in both directions.  My sample above was made on my 
Structo, harness loom,  it has 62 warps and took me one hour and 15 minutes to weave. It is to 
be expected that those weaving Wedge weave for the first time, and those weaving on a tapestry
loom, will required more time to weave. When threading your loom, please check that the first 
warp thread on the right will be a DOWN thread, meaning that the weft will travel OVER the 
first warp., and that you use an EVEN number of warps.

2) With scrap yarn, weave a header to spread the warp evenly

3) Using your WARP yarn as weft, , make a row of twining, beginning at the left selvedge, 
traveling to the right, the way our friends at Schacht demonstrate here. 
https://youtu.be/FspYl9pa4JE

https://youtu.be/SZlAJ6YMbB8
https://youtu.be/FspYl9pa4JE


4) Next, continuing with the warp yarn as weft, weave 4 rows of plain weave. 

5) Check that you have prepared your wool weft butterflies, and you are ready for the NYGH 
Holiday Wedge Weavelong

For an interview with wedge weaver Connie Lippert, please click this link

https://studio24-7.blogspot.com/2014/04/connie-lippert-wedge-weave.html

Listen to some healing Navajo music here.
https://youtu.be/x1uJidwo77s

See you on Saturday!

Gail Gondek
Programs Chair
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